Download Learning To Spell Basic Sight Words
Dolch Sight Words List | Sight Words: Teach Your Child to Read
The Dolch Sight Words list is the most commonly used set of sight words. Educator Dr. Edward William Dolch
developed the list in the 1930s-40s by studying the most frequently occurring words in children’s books of that
era.

Amazon.com: The Learning Journey: Match It!
Amazon.com: The Learning Journey: Match It! - Spelling - 20 Self-Correcting Spelling Puzzle for Three and
Four Letter Words with Matching Images: Toys & Games

A Sight Words List for Every Primary Grade, and Activities ...
Kindergarten sight words: A list of preprimer and primer sight words from the Dolch service list, along with
several ways to practice the words with your young students. First grade sight words: Printable list of 40 1st
grade sight words, along with ideas for practicing these words at home or at school. Second grade sight words:
List of 46 words divided into 3 sections for learning ease.

Phonemic awareness — Reading Doctor | Apps for teaching ...
Reading Doctor® Software is being described by educators as a breakthrough in teaching children to read and
spell. Our computer software and tablet apps strengthen skills found through research to be crucial in helping
students of all ages to improve their literacy skills.

Learning to Read, Reading to Learn | Reading Rockets
Thousands of children have a learning disability, and many more fail in school because of difficulties in
learning to read. An analysis of decades of research about how young children can best learn to read indicates
that, in most cases, these difficulties can be prevented. The following are concrete strategies teachers can use to
help students build a solid foundation for

5 things kids need… before they’re ready to sound out words
What a great list of skills that are precursors to learning to sound out words. This is a great reminder for parents
that kids need to be developing lots of intermediate skills along the way as they learn to read.

